
Lifestyle_(see Offensive Terminoloqv to AvoiQ) Inaccurate term often used by
anti-gay extremists to denigrate lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender lives.
'Aveis '1'!ifJg. As there is no one heterosexual or straight lifestyle, there is no one
lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender lifestyle.

LGBTQQIA: 1esbian, Gay, §.isexual, Iransgender, Queer, ,Questioning, intersex,
611y.

La Oi Oah . Another name for the annual Queeruption festival. See
Queeruption.

Lambda· The Gay A . ist Alliance originally chose th la bda, thtGreek Letter
"L", aS~bol in 70. rganizer ch se e letter" "to si {Iify lib ration. The

rd h s be me way of «~ressi? the c ncept" sbian ait~ male" in a
mi iQ1 m of sylla les and haS--~dopted J:) su organizations as Lambda
Legal Defense and Education Fund.

Legal Sex - The sex assigned on an individual's legal documentation.

Le
some

-A
!'I

iven to females who are attracted sexually and_emotionally to
s.

LGBTAtanding for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered, this term typically
tries 6 encoQ:.lpass all th~et:!!bers of queer society. There Fe-l:Qany variations

is term inCt~I13T, LGB'1~1. BTQA, BTQI, tGa.r9QIA,



and perhaps more.

- tanding for Lesl:i n, Gay, Bisexu
is is variant f LGB See LGBT.

,
, Tr ~endered, an

I, TranSg~ ered, an
BT.

straight

LGB I· Standin f r Lesbian, Gay, 's ual, Transgendere uestioning
and Intersex, this is a variant of LGBT. See LGBT.

'6 r\J"'1't\'(,5
LGBTQQIA • Standing for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered, Queer,

Questioning, Intersex, and straight Allies, this variant of LGBT is probably the
most inclusive term for a member of queer society, but is often shortened.
Shorter variants such as LGBT also imply inclusion of all these queer types. See
LGBT.

Top
M

Marginalized - Excluded, ignored, or relegated to the outer edge of a
group/society/community.

1vI~.~~Have~With Men (M~M) - MeJYWhO'engag~~tl71i&, 1:J~6 maY'R~ssarilY'seJf,identify as gay.

MTF - Male to Female Transsexual.
-MTF: Male to Female Transsexual.

Mapplethorpe, Robert
na critically acclaimed photographer who photographs many subjects, including
seascapes, flowers, men having anal sex, leather scenes, and naked children.
His name is frequently mentioned in the debate on the National Endowment for
the Arts. ~ Jb-tt-ou Nt::A s

---~inaricon

--Spanish word meaning sissy or faggot, usually used as a derrogative term. It
appears to derive from a word meaning "changeling," and may be related to the
word for "butterfly." Maricona, the feminine form, is sometimes used to mean
dyke.

-Mary
--a gay man, usually used in sentences like, "Get over yourself, Mary!"

...--masochist
_--someone who derives sexual pleasure from pain

Mattachine Society



--founded in Los Angeles in 1950 under the leadership of Harry Hay. The name
was taken from a medieval secret fraternity. The Society was started by a small
group of left-wing gay men, and pioneered the notion that homosexuals were a
legitimate minority in a hostile mainstream culture.

....---/Miss Thang or Miss Thing
--a draq queen. This has its origins in American Black culture, where "Miss Fine
Thang" meant a woman who thought a lot of herself and had a big attitude,
thereby making it perfect for many drag queens.

"'----monosexism
--1 )the belief that monosexuality (heterosexuality or homosexuality) is superior to
bisexuality or omnisexuality 2)the belief that bisexuality or omnisexuality do not
exist
fifJQ no,sexupI-...
lLaMx2il,J$ivel~rosexual or exclusively homosexual person
MTF
--Male to Female, usually referring to a transsexual, but also sometimes to a
transqendered person or a crossdresser

IIJITM
--Male to Male. Some female to male transsexuals dislike the term FTM, because
they feel that they were never female, and were always male, and that all this
surgery is merely cosmetic, to make it clear to everyone else that they are male.

...--'

nelly
--see swish

-fteocon
--neoconservative; a label given by members of Sex Panic! to any gay person
who thinks that maybe some gay men ought not sleep around so much or go
barebackinq

----9f\tinfY~~'po~ee~E!*tffik>l'ieAtatigl:l.tQ others, IlsYally-withot:lt their
p'erMssion~-Openly Gay-Describes people who self-identify as lesbian or gay in their public
and/or professional lives. Also openly lesbian, openly bisexual, openly
transgender.

Outing_The act of publicly declaring (sometimes based on rumor and/or
speculation) or revealing another person's sexual orientation without his or her
consent. Considered inappropriate by a large portion of the LGBT community.

out G3
--1) publicly known a uee, sometimes modified with "very" 2) known as queer
to close friends and/o a family 3) acknowledge to oneself that one is queer
outed ~
--having it announced publicly that one iryby someone other than oneself,



usually when one would rather stay in the closet. Outing has come into use as a
political weapon, and is strongly advocated and used by Michaelangelo Signorile
most prominently. Mr. Signorile makes it his business to know the orientations of
important people, especially in politics, and if they don't vote the way he thinks

_they should, he announces their queerness to the world.
omnisexual
--someone who is sexually attracted to people of all sexes

On "E" - When a MTF takes the hormone estrogen.

---On "T" - When a FTM takes the hormone testosterone.

"Out" or "Out of the Closet" - Refers to varying degrees of being open about
one's sexual orientation and lor sex identity or gender identity.

Pansexual - 1) A person who is fluid in sexual orientation and/or gender or sex
identity. 2) A person who is attracted to all of the sexes and/or genders, but not
necessarily simultaneously or equally. This is different from bisexual since bi
implies our world consists of a gender binary (that everyone is exclusively male
and female), which is not really true since some people are transgendered or
intersexual.

PFLAG - PFLAG stands for Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. It is a
national organization which has become widespread and today has several
thousand chapters in every locale imaginable. See their website located in
Resources & Links for more information.

Polyamory - Polyamory is the practice of having multiple open, honest
committed/love relations.

Pseudohermaphrodite - A colloquial term used to refer to a person who is
intersexual. It is generally no longer considered an acceptable term and is
considered offensive by many. See Intersex

~
ansexual: A person who is fluid ins~ ientation a gender o~x

iden ty. ~ L'I+;n'O r 2 \
Iyamo . T 4ractice~~ multiple ope est love rei ionships.



Partner - Primary domestic partner or spousal relationship among same gender---couples.

packing
--among lesbians, to wear a strap-on dildo, usually under one's clothes. Also, to
put something (such as a pair of rolled-up sweatsocks or a cut up Kotex) in the
underwear or shorts to achieve the illusion that there is something else there.

Pli~xual-- () s eo~ho~8~~ly ~ttracted to people 9f-G\!!jex~~) (adD used to
d ot n IlE!'nt at'wl1lch people of all sexes are welcome-PC dyke or Politically Correct dyke
--a lesbian who is very careful in her language not to offend those people who
are currently the pet minorities. They are mostly andro dykes because butch and
femme are still very politically incorrect. Some of them become very dogmatic
and absolutist about who is and who is not one of the "worthy" minorities.--pink
--a color frequently associated with homosexuals

----Pink triangle
--the symbol gay men were made to wear in the Nazi concentration camps. It
became a symbol of gay pride, and was first used to remind some homophobic

..-Jews that homosexuals were in the concentration camps, too.
pinky ring
--at one time, worn by both men and women to signify that one was queer.
Usually worn on the left hand.

-Play
--(v) any BOSM activity

"---poofter, poof, puff
--a flamboyant gay man. Used mostly in Great Britain ..-
post-op
--post operative transsexual, one who has completed all of the surgeries he or
she intends to have

-:)pre-op
--pre-operative transsexual, one who has not yet had any surgeries but intends to
do so

- pride
--1)n the belief that Gay is Good! 2)adj used in titles of events to denote that they

--pre queer celebrations
pride flag
--see rainbow flag

--Pride parade
--a parade celebrating the Queer Experience

/process
--(v) to discuss with one's friends or therapist or support group any problems
which might be bothering one with the aim of figuring out how to solve the
problems. Most commonly used by lesbians.

--1lunk
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--1) around the turn of the century, punk meant a gay man 2) a person who is a
..J?art of the "punk culture"

purple star
--usually enamel, worn in the seventies as a symbol of lesbianism

Queer - Historically a negative term used against people perceived to be LGBT,
"queer" has more recently been reclaimed by some people as a positive term
describing all those who do not conform to rigid notions of gender and sexuality.
Queer is often used in a political context and in academic settings to challenge
traditional ideas about identity ("queer theory").

Queercore - a cultural and social movement which arose in the mid 1980s. It is
distinguished by discontent with society in general and a disavowal of the
mainstream gay and lesbian community in particular, expressing itself through
zines, music, art and film.

Queeruption - an annual international Queercore festival and gathering where
alternative/radical/disenfranchised queers can exchange information, network,
organize, inspire and get inspired, self represent, and challenge mainstream
society with DIY ideas and ethics. Shows featuring queer punk bands,
performance artists, and others are put on at night, while workshops and
demonstrations take place during Queeruption days. Queeruption generally takes

, place in a different city in a different country every year. Click here for the Official
Queeruption Website. Queeruption has also been called Anarquist, La Di Dah,
and Queer Mutiny.

Q~Mutiny - Another name for the annual Queerupttorrfestiva:t-See
mre~

Queer Society - Historically a negative term used against people perceived to
be LGBT, "queer" has more

Queer Studies - Queer studies is the study of issues relating to sexual
orientation and gender identity. In some universities, the field is called sexual
diversity studies-t, <f) ~eAc;lAt..&>l'i S+v,,( It f,

Queer Theory - Queer Theory is an anti-essentialist theory about sex and
gender within the larger field of Queer studies. It proposes that one's sexual
identity and one's gender identity are partly or wholly socially constructed, and
therefore individuals cannot really be described using broad terms like
"homosexual," "heterosexual," "man," or "woman." It challenges the common
practice of compartmentalizing the description of a person to fit into one
particular category.

In particular, it questions the use of socially assigned categories based on the
division between those who share some habit or lifestyle and those who do not.



Instead, queer theorists suggest complicating all identity categories and groups.

Additionally, queer theory also analyzes the "queer" aspects of a humanist work
(such as in literature, music, art, etc.) that are not necessarily sexual. In this
regard, "queer" is used to mean "strange" or "different" in the sense that a
particular work does not fit within the general rules of a particular genre or
category, yet is still classified as being a part of that genre or category.

tnf~ces on queer theory include (among others) Gloria Anzaldua, Audre
Lorde, MGQiaue Wittiq, Jonathan D. Katz, Ester Newton, Andy WarhRl;-Roland
Barthes, JacQUes-Lacan, Louis Althusser, and Jacques Derrida;::6Ut the primary
voices in the development-GLQueer theory are ~le..RtJbfri", Kaja Silverman,
DA Miller, Sue-Ellen Case, DOtrglas Crimp)"aren Berlant, John D'Emilio, Lee
Edelman, Michel Foucault, Joan S.cot'f."Sfrilon Watney, Judith Butler, Eve
Kosofsky Sedawick, JonathaTf't5"ollimore, Le&'Bersani, David Halperin, Michael
Moor:l;-Miehae"rwamer, Shari Thurer and several"&t~

Questioning - Refers to people who are uncertain as to their sexual orientation
or gender identity. They are often seeking information and support during this
stage of their identity development.

Queer_Traditionally a pejorative term, queer has b propria~t- by some
BT p opl to describe elves. Some val e the ter for its efiance and

be aus it can e inclu . e of the tire LGBT ommunity. evert eless, it is not
univ rally accep d en within the BT mmunity and sh be avoided
unless quoting someone who self-identifies that way.

~aggot .
--abl. a ~faf!€!et-(-Y:es,l-kA0w-it~s-r-edanaan't.)

queen
--1) a drag queen 2) a flamboyant, effeminate gay man
q e y

f1a 0 ant nd e ~
~eer
--gay, lesbian, bisexual, omnlsexuar,panse*t:fal,.-1r.arlsger:lQereG,er-transsexual
Queer Nation
--an activist organization, very loosely organized. Founded by Michaelangelo
Signorile, Queer Nation tends to attract young liberal radicals, and tends to chant
things like "We're Here, We're Queer, Get Used To It!"

~ns: P~ho id ntify as en,~ d to ot ~e'Wh~ntify
- as m~nd adoptma nerisms culturally conside d "f minine."



Queer: Or gl lIya pejorati e ter or gay people, any L ~Qpeop e have
r laimed his t J;Q1 as an in lusive a positive wa to identi II non-
h te sex I and/o~non-ge der-confor ·ng peopl . Some peo ~ stil are
u com rta Ie labelinQ. the selves or usin he wo d "queer," but mn younger
L BT pe I use "quee "a both a political s ent and a reflection of their
approach to sexuality an ender.

Real Life Test (RLT): The generally required period of time during which a
transsexual lives in the "target" gender (the gender the transsexual knows hirself
to be) before undergoing surgery.

rainbow or rainbow flag
--a gay pride symbol, designed by Gilbert Baker in 1978, originally having eight
stripes: hot pink, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet, which stood
for sexuality, life, healing, the sun, nature or serenity, art, harmony, and spirit.
The hot pink stripe was dropped when flag makers couldn't find suitable material,
and the indigo stripe was dropped to make the flag more balanced, so that three
stripes could hang on either side of lampposts at Pride Parades.

Sex Reassignment Surgery - This is the medical procedure

e studies is tudy of is ~tifl9 to
er iden .~. In s9 e univ iti ,the fieldll; called
~t<~~

Sexual Identity - This is how we perceive and what we call ourselves. Such
labels include "lesbian," "gay," "bisexual," "bi," "queer," "questioning,"
"heterosexual," "straight," and others. Sexual Identity evolves through a
developmental process that varies depending on the individual. Our sexual
behavior and how we define ourselves (identity) can be chosen. Though some
people claim their sexual orientation is also a choice, for others this does not
seem to be the case.

Sexual Orientation -- This is determined by our sexual and emotional
attractions. Categories of sexual orientation include homosexuals-gay,
lesbian-attracted to some members of the same sex; bisexuals, attracted to
some members of more than one sex; and heterosexuals, attracted to some
members of another sex. Orientation is influenced by a variety of factors,
including genetics and hormones, as well as unknown environmental factors.
Though the origins of sexuality are not completely understood, it is generally



believed to be established before the age of five.

IStr~ht AII~r~who does not self-identify~gulwho supports
~d st~6p for the rightS'-of-~BTPeoPI~

~l}x al Or ntatio An eneJ,lffiQg emg.l1Ql{.al, roma.J)1iG.,..sexua or affectional
~ra, tio Ith t a . er on f els toVilarO'anothel'-person. S~ual orien a Ion falls
along ontinuum.

Sex: Refers to a person based on their anatomy (external genitalia,
chromosomes, and internal reproductive system). Sex terms are male, female,
transsexual, and intersex. Sex can be thought of as biological gender, where
social views and experiences of sex are cultural.

Sexual Behavior: What a person does in terms of erotic or sexual acts, such as:
masturbate, kiss, make out, be sexually inexperienced or same-sex experienced
or multiple-sex experienced or other-sex experienced, be monogamous or non
monogamous, be abstinent or sexually active with men, women, etc.

Sexuality: The complex range of components which make us sexual beings;
includes emotional, physical, and sexual aspects, as well as self-identification
(including sexual orientation and gender), behavioral preferences and practices,
fantasies, and feelings of affection and emotional affinity.

Sexual Orientation: An enduring emotional, romantic, sexual, affectional, and
relational attraction to another person. Can involve fantasy, behavior, and self
identification; a person's general makeup or alignment in terms of partner
attraction. Sexual orientation is fluid and may range from or encompass
identifications including, but not limited to same-sex orientations, male-female
orientations, or a bisexual orientations.

Sexual Preference: What a person likes or prefers to do sexually; a conscious
recognition or choice not to be confused with the sexual orientatio~ one identifies ~

with. S, P. ~ ~ lA.\L.t 11'1 'c cU.-.r~""\ tnv by 440>.l'~~ tA'-/,L/ iJn rJ>
~~Ol\<.vl·~~ II ~f~ ~ bo",.-. \vIJ'l [V (i( tc~"J

St9new§lI~.Viewed .9~he birth of t modern gay/lesbian liberation; the
St9rr~wall nn wasrai ed~bYpoli e in June 1~~nd, ~Iik.e many previous
P9Jice rai s, !hi§time, the g queen ,gay-s and ®,bians ciQ9jra seder

'clientele oght back t1r'ng five days 0 riotin a bellion that tra ormed the
self consciousness of the emerging LGB movement..

Straight: Person who is attracted to a gender other than their own, also called
"heterosexual." Commonly thought of as "attraction to the opposite gender," but



since there are not only two genders (see transgender), this definition is
inaccurate.

sadomasochism
--taking pleasure from the giving and receiving of pain; the 8M in B08M

--Sadist
.----someone who takes sexual pleasure from giving pain

SAM
--Smart Assed Masochist, a masochist who is rude in order to receive

-'-punishment
San Francisco Accent
--being gay. When Bank of America was acquired by NationsBank, and
representative$ we~.ent from SF to NationsBank's headquarters in North

I~ I"'1u--crtl ~'\
Carolina, an amt1Sl11 equest was sent back. The home office asked that no
more employees with "San Fracisco accents" be sent. One can only assume that
this is a new codephrase for being gay.

-Sapphic
--code word for a lesbian, deriving from Sappho

,----sappho
--ancient Greek poetess and headmistress of a school for young women on the
island of Lesbos. Sappho wrote poetry, much of which is now lost, about her
female lovers, who were frequently students at her finishing school. She had a
daughter, KleIs, to whose father she mayor may not have been married; there is
some debate on this point.

----Saturday night butch
na term from the 1950s and 60s, when butch/femme was the norm in lesbian
bars.• lhis means that a person was not a real butch, but only dressed up as a
butch on the weekends. Women who were always butch and couldn't hide it
looked down on these people as posers. :Foday;-Satorday night butches are Ire

.--Iorlger really around, because tAey'~e all andre dvkes iFisteaoc
scene
--(1) a subculture, as in "the club scene" (2) in BOSM, the arranged and
negotiated sex or play; the framework (e.g. a 'cop scene' is one in which one or
more of the players takes the role of a cop) or period of time (e.g. "Master Bob
praised his submissive before ending the scene.") in which BOSM activity takes
place. Used more loosely, it means any non-vanilla sex act.

....----sex
--physical plumbing or XX or XY chromosomes. There are an estimated 5 sexes
by one researcher's count: Male, Merm, Herm, Ferm, and Female. Merm ,
Herms, and Ferms are'r1tei's xuals. Herm is a he~mh(o~ite with one t ste and
one ovary and extern sex or ~sthat are some erei~etween mal and

/fe~le. A Merm hat estes but a biguously-sha d genital~. A Ferm as
I ovan s but ambigu usly shaped g. nitalia. S m eopJe are om with

chro~somes o~ site to their genlt~1 sex. a ieLe~ or exa pie, has
XY chrol:nosome ,making her chromo omal Ie, whil~e a
Unambig~~ emale genitals. In any case, sex is purely physic .



s/he or sie
--the transgender pronoun equivalent to he or she. Transgendered individuals
(such as Leslie Feinberg) that neither conventional pronoun quite seem to fit are
frequently referred to by the transgender pronoun. E;~-e. '-z.e:

-Signori Ie, Michaelangelo
nan activist, member of the queer left, author of several books, and founder of
Queer Nation and ACT-UP

"'--·smurf
--gay guys under 25, usually blonde with lots of attitude

-SoSe
.--South Beach Miami, Florida, a popular place for gays, especially gay men

.----- soft butch
--a butch lesbian who is, perhaps, not so stereotypically masculine as a stone
butch

.--stone butch
na very masculine woman, usually to the point that she is mistaken for a man
frequently. The term comes from African American slang, in which "stone" means
"very." It has come to have other meanings as well. A butch can be sexually
stone, as in, not being able to permit herself to be touched on the genitals for
sex; emotionally stone, meaning that she has locked away her emotions and has
trouble acknowledging or expressing them; or physically stone, having trouble
being touched at all. A stone butch is usually some combination of all of these.
One stone butch summed up hir essence with the statement, "It is a cool crawling
sensation that causes a roaring rushing of white sound in the ears."

___stone femme
-- 1)a femme lesbian who never tries to f!lQ or "melt" her stone butch lover, but
prefers to pleasure her lover by taking a passive role in sex 2)a femme lesbian
who does not like to be touched, much like a stone butch
Stonewall
--the Stonewall Inn, a gay bar in the late 1960s on Christopher Street, Greenwich
Village, New York, which was raided by police on the night of June 28th, 1969.
The queers in the bar (mostly butches, femmes, leathermen, leatherdykes, and
drag queens) fought back, trapping police inside, breaking windows, and selling
fire to the bar. Rioting continued for five days. These riots are generally
considered to be the birth of the gay pride movement, although there were

~roups before that, such as the Mattachine Society and the Daughters of Bilitis.
strap-on
--a dildo worn in a harness so that it is situated in the same location as a man's

--penis
submissive
--someone who likes to seem to give up control to a dom or domme

.--swish
--1) (adj) effeminate and flamboyant 2) (verb) to act or move effeminately or
flamboyantly

,,:,sw,lstfY\ I

r~e6l~



switch
--1) one who is both a!QQ and a bottom in the leather sense, and switches back
and forth 2) one who is butch sometimes and femme sometimes, and andro
sometimes

'ex al rientation_T~ SCI ntificallyac9'J te term for an individual's enduring
p ysical, omantic, e")6tional nd/or spr-(fual ttraction to embers of the same

nd/or opp~ite seZinciuding sbiant9ay, bi xual 91'la het rosel)Ual
rientations, AJLojc;J the offensive ter I 'sexual p fe ,ence," whi h 's used to
Gggest that being gay or lesbian' a choice and therefore "curable,"

Sodomy Laws_Historically used to selectively persecute gay men, lesbians and
bisexuals, the state laws often referred to as "sodomy laws" were ruled
unconstitutional by the U,S, Supreme Court in Lawrence v, Texas (2003),
"Sodomy" should never be used to describe gay, lesbian or bisexual
relationships, sex or sexuality,

Transgender(ed) - Refers to those whose gender expression at least
sometimes runs contrary to what others in the same culture would normally
expect Transgender is a broad term that includes transsexuals, cross-dressers,
drag queens/kings, and people who do not identify as either of the two sexes as
currently defined, When referring to transgender people, use the pronoun they
have designated as appropriate, or the one that is consistent with their
presentation of themselves, See Transphobia, cross dress, drag queen, drag
king, transsexual,

ron oftnle

~n of the

T~phoJ>iP-R.earor ha!JJil~ Ie; tran olf is- anifested
in a num-l5er of wa~Rcl11aingviolence, harassmen , aiscrimin ion,

Transsexual - Individuals who do not identify with their birth-assigned genders
and sometimes alter their bodies surgically and/or hormonally, The Transition
(formerly called "sex change") is a complicated, multi-step process that may take
years and may include, but is not limited to, Sex Reassignment Surgery,

Top Surgery: Surgery to reduce the size of one's breasts and/or to reconstruct
one's chest

Transgender (transgendered, trans, or TG): "Transgender" is often used as an
umbrella term and refers most broadly to those who transgress societal gender



norms. Generally, people who identify as transgender exhibit some behavior or
traits that falls outside of traditional gender expectations. Transgender is often
used to include people who identify as androgynous, as cross-dressers, as
gender-benders or gender queer, and as transsexuals. Some intersex individuals
identify as transgender. The boundaries of the term transgender are not rigid and
the term is used differently in different contexts (i.e.: medical/psychological,
academic, etc.)

Transphobia: Fear, hatred, or discomfort with transgender people and with the
blurring of gender boundaries manifested through violence, harassment and
various forms of discrimination and invisibility.

Transsexual: A person whose gender identity differs from what is culturally
associated with their biological sex at birth. Some, but not all, transsexuals wish
to change their bodies to be congruent with their gender identity through sex
reassignment surgery. Many transsexual people refer to themselves as
transgendered.

Two-Spirited: An umbrella term for third-gender people used among Native
American and Canadian First Nations tribes. It usually implies a masculine spirit
and a feminine spirit living in the same body. It is also used more generally by
LGBT and intersex Native Americans to describe themselves. Two-Spirited
people traditionally had distinct gender and social roles in their tribes. Some are
counselors while others are medicine persons or spiritual functionaries. They
study skills including story telling, theater, magic, hypnotism, healing, herbal
medicine, ventriloquism, singing, music and dance.

Transvestite - Man or woman who enjoys wearing the clothes of and appearing
as the other gender. While many transvestites are heterosexual, the use of
transvestitism in the gay "drag" culture is well documented.

Teena, Brandon
--a young pre-op FTM TS who was living as a male. His birth sex was
discovered, and he was raped by two young men. They threatened to kill him if
he reported the rape. He did report it, and they killed him and his girlfriend.

-three dollar bill
--as in, "queer as a three dollar bill." Meaning that the person is family.

- toaster oven



--referring to the coming out episode of the TV show Ellen, wherein Ellen
Morgan's new friend who has just revealed herself to be a lesbian makes a crack
about if she had converted one more person, she would have gotten a toaster.
Ellen, deep in denial of her own sexuality, says that if that's gay humor, she
doesn't get it. Later, Ellen goes to the airport to find her new friend and tell her "I
got the toaster joke." At the end, lesbian rock star Melissa Etheridge puts in a
brief appearance to sign Ellen up as gay and give Ellen's friend her toaster. Thus
the shirt, "Ask me how you can win a toaster."

Tom of Finland
--a Finnish artist (whose last name I can never remember) who draws extremely
sexy pictures of heavily-muscled men wearing very butch clothing, such as
lumberjack, sailor, or biker outfits. There is now a Tom of Finland line of clothing
as well.

15P
--1) (n) in general, the partner in sex who is active, or giving 2) (n) in the Leather
Community. a sadist, dom, domme, or dominatrix; the one who takes charge of
~e scene 3) (v) to take charge or be bossy

Trans
--a catch-all term for anyone crossing gender or sex boundaries (transgender,
transsexual, transvestite, etc.). Capitalized when referring to the community in
general by those who view it as an ethnic designation similar to African American
or Jewish.

~~il
~~:~~e~r(ed) or TG
--1) anyone who crosses ender/j:mundaries, includi g, ut not limited to,
tr ssexuals d transvestites 2) a erson who live mo tly or completely in the
9 der not a s iated with th ir birth sex, but who oes n t identify as a

tr ~sexual.
t a ssexua or 5
- a erson hos birth sex i viewed hir as inc rrect or in ompatible wi h hir
i a e of hi self, nd who ta es steps ncluding b t not limite to phys cal nd/or
orm~e t. erapy, and surg ry) to mak hir outer self match h ,~ecif-i ntifi ation.

tans est e
- anyo e ho reg larly dr sses in cloth ng ass ciated with the pp site ge der

r sex. me peo e cro s-dress for pie sur (it is a variety of fe 'sh); others
ave other reasons A 1: ans person is 0 e considered a transvestite by
ainstream culture, wile s/he hirself may find hir clothing perfectly suitable for
ne with hir self-image.

fryke
~--a contraction of transsexual dyke, meaning a male to female transsexual who is

a lesbian.
-tween

--one who is in between butch and femme, and can take on either role; a switch
twinkie or twink



--tasty and cream filled, but having absolutly no nutritional value; young, shallow
and cute (much like a smurf - usually very bar/dance scene)

U-hauls
--used to refer to lesbians who fall in love at first sight and move in right away
with a new lover. This phenomenon is so well-known within the lesbian
community that it resulted in the joke "What does a lesbian take on her second
date? AU-haul."

v

<-,.
v_agjtafian
-~ia" (a, I' I iF yPI:H*IR't fig' ore it Ollt then I can't help you)
vanilla ::>

--non-leather or non-kinky sex or the people who have that kind of sex
vegan
--the most extreme kind of vegetarian, one who will eat no meat or animal
product, including dairy products or eggs. Most will not use animal products of
any sort, such as leather. An increasing number of lesbians are vegetarian and
vegan.

Wilde, Oscar
--(1854-1900) one of the great bisexual or gay (and Irish) poets, authors, and
dramatists, Wilde wrote The Picture of Dorian Gray (his only novel, highly
criticzed as immoral), plays such as The Importance of Being Earnest, and
poems such as "The Ballad of Reading GaoL" Oscar Wilde married Costance
Lloyd and had two sons with her. Later, he began a relationship with Lord Alfred
Douglas, whose parents had him arrested and jailed for it. Wilde died in poverty
and disgrace.

-woman-identified-woman or woman-loving-woman
--the lesbian feminist definition of lesbian

-White Party, The
--one of the "circuit parties," it is a mostly-gay-male party to which all attendees
w !=whit . The White Party is held in South Beach Miami. Circuit parties are
undraisers r AIDS organizations, although some AIDS activists object to them,

sa at they encourage the very unsafe-sex and drug use that sped the
spread of AIDS.

Ze - a genderless pronoun. Typically used to refer to an intersexual or
transgender person, but can be used to refer to absolutely anyone.


